Holonomy invariants in strict higher gauge theory have been studied in depth, aiming to applications to higher Chern-Simons theory. For a flat 2-connection, the holonomy of surface knots of arbitrary genus has been defined and its covariance properties under 1-gauge transformation and change of base data have been determined. Using quandle theory, a definition of trace over a crossed module has been given that yields surface knot invariants upon application to 2-holonomies.
Introduction
Knots are interesting in topology as well as in gauge theory [1] .
Ordinary knots are embeddings of S 1 into a 3-dimensional manifold, say S 3 [2, 3] . Can one define higher dimensional knots generalizing this simple topological notion? In just one dimension higher there are at least two ways of doing that.
Since S 1 is the lowest dimensional non trivial sphere, one may define a 2-dimensional knot as an embedding S 2 into S 4 . This yields the so called 2-knots. Since S 1 is also the lowest dimensional non trivial closed oriented manifold, one may define a 2-dimensional knot as an embedding of S ℓ into S 4 , where S ℓ is a genus ℓ closed oriented surface. This leads to genus ℓ surface knots. Of course, 2-knots are just genus 0 surface knots. However, they have very special properties which make a separate study meaningful. 2-and surface knots are objects of intense investigation by topologists [4, 5] .
Wilson lines [6] are relevant in the analysis of confinement in quantum chromodynamics, loop formulation of quantum gravity, symmetry breaking in string theory, condensed matter theory and knot topology. As shown in Witten's seminal work [7] , one can study knot topology in Chern-Simons theory, an instance of gauge theory, relying on techniques of quantum field theory. With any knot ξ, one associates the Wilson line
where R is a representation of the gauge group G. ChernSimons correlators of Wilson line operators provide classic knot invariants.
Wilson surfaces [8, 9] may turn out to be relevant in the study of non perturbative aspects of higher gauge theory, brane theory, quantum gravity and higher knot topology. Following Witten's paradigm, one can presumably study 2-or surface knot topology computing correlators of knot Wilson surfaces in an appropriate higher version of Chern-Simons theory, an instance of higher gauge theory [10, 11] , using again techniques of quantum field theory. To this end, one needs to associate with any surface knot Ξ a Wilson surface
whose expressions is at this point to be found. In this communication, we shall present a proposal for a definition of the Wilson surfaces W (Ξ) in higher gauge theory based mainly on our work [12, 13] .
The problem has two parts:
i) define surface knot holonomy;
ii) define higher invariant traces.
Parallel transport and holonomy are related but distinguished, holonomy being a special case of parallel transport.
Earlier endeavours on higher parallel transport includes the work of Caetano and Picken [14] , Baez and Schreiber [15, 16] Schreiber and Waldorf [17] [18] [19] , Faria Martins and Picken [20, 21] , Chatterjee, Lahiri and Sengupta [22] [23] [24] Soncini and Zucchini [25] , Abbaspour and Wagemann [26] and Arias Abad and Schaetz [27, 28] . Earlier results on higher holonomy were obtained by Cattaneo and Rossi [29] and Faria Martins and Picken [20, 21] .
Following [12, 13] , we shall present a framework for the construction of holonomy invariants of knots and surface knots. In a nutshell, our strategy rests on describing knots by parametrized curves and surface knots by parametrized surfaces. We outline it below, assuming that the reader is familiar with the basic ideas of strict higher gauge theory. In any case, those notion will be reviewed in greater detail in subsequent sections.
In a manifold M , a curve γ : p 0 → p 1 is a parametrized path joining two points. A homotopy h : γ 0 ⇒ γ 1 of two curves is a parametrized path joining those curves. Curves can be composed by concatenation and inverted. The resulting operations make curves modulo homotopy a groupoid, the fundamental 1-groupoid (M , P
In ordinary gauge theory with gauge Lie group G, given a flat gauge field A one can construct a gauge covariant and homotopy invariant parallel transport functor
where BG is the delooping of G, that is G seen as the morphism group of a one-object groupoid.
With a knot ξ based at p defined up to ambient isotopy one can associate a curve γ ξ : p → p defined up to homotopy and with this the holonomy
One can check F A (ξ) is base point and isotopy invariant and gauge independent up to conjugation. Using invariant traces, one can extract an invariant from the holonomy F A (ξ).
A 'gentle' generalization of the above construction for surface knots is the following.
A curve γ : p 0 → p 1 is a parametrized path joining two points. A surface Σ : γ 0 ⇒ γ 1 is a parametrized path joining two curves in a manifold M . A thin homotopy h : γ 0 ⇒ γ 1 of two curves is a parametrized path joining those curves with degenerate (less than two-dimensional) range A homotopy H : Σ 0 ⇛ Σ 1 of two surfaces is a parametrized path joining those surfaces.Curves can be composed by concatenation and inverted. Surfaces can be composed by concatenation and inverted in two distinct ways, usually called horizontal and vertical. The resulting operations make curves modulo thin homotopy and surfaces modulo homotopy a 2-groupoid, fundamental 2-groupoid (M ,
In strict higher gauge theory with gauge Lie crossed module (G, H), given a flat higher gauge field pair A, B one can construct a gauge covariant and (thin) homotopy invariant parallel transport 2-functor
With a knot ξ based at p and a surface knot Ξ based at a genus dependent fundamental polygon τ stemming from cutting the image of Ξ along standard a and b cycles, both defined up to ambient isotopy, one can associate a curve γ ξ : p → p and a surface Σ Ξ : ι p ⇒ τ up to (thin) homotopy and from this the holonomy
One can check that F A (ξ) is base data and isotopy invariant and gauge independent up to the appropriate form of crossed module conjugation. Using higher invariant traces, one can extract invariants from the holonomy
There are open issues to be solved. It can be shown that surface knot holonomy necessarily lies in the kernel of the target map H −→ t G of the Lie crossed module (G, H) and so is central. Thus, for many Lie crossed module this holonomy may turn out to be trivial. The existence of non trivial higher traces on (G, H) is also to be ascertained. This is an problem that can be formalized using higher quandle theory (see Crans [30] and Crans and Wagemann [31] ). From a quantum field theoretic point of view, the most delicate question remains obtaining surface knot invariants from a 4-dimensional higher Chern-Simons theory as proposed by Zucchini [32, 33] and Soncini and Zucchini [34] . There are problems with the definition of Wilson surface insertions in the quantum theory, which we shall point out in due course.
Curves, surfaces and homotopy
Closed curves and surfaces describe knots and surface knots in an ambient manifold M .
Curves and surfaces are smoothly parametrized subsets of M . They can be composed and inverted in various ways. In order to preserve smoothness, it is sufficient to require that their parametrization has sitting instants. A smooth map f : S × Ê → T , where S and T are manifolds, has sitting instants if
for some number ǫ such that 0 < ǫ < 1/2. In what follows, all maps will be tacitly assumed to have sitting instants for each factor Ê of their domains.
Formally, curves and surfaces are defined as follows.
For any two points p
For any two points p 0 , p 1 ∈ M and any two curves γ 0 , γ 1 :
Curve and surfaces can be combined through a set of natural operations based on the intuitive idea of concatenation. We begin by introducing the basic operations with curves.
For a point p, the unit curve of p is the curve ι p : p → p defined by
For a curve γ : p 0 → p 1 , the inverse curve of γ is the curve
For two curves γ 1 :
We introduce next the basic operations with surfaces. These turn out to be of two types, called horizontal and vertical.
For a curve γ : p 0 → p 1 , the unit surface of γ is the surface I γ : γ ⇒ γ defined by
For a surface Σ :
For two surfaces
Unfortunately, these operations are not nice enough; associativity and invertibility fail to hold in general. The operation are in fact nice only up to homotopy.
A homotopy h
The homotopy is thin if in addition rank dh(x, y) < 2.
(Thin) homotopy of curves is an equivalence relation. 
Higher parallel transport
In gauge theory, holonomy is a special case of parallel transport. Therefore, it is necessary to examine in some detail the definition and the properties of the latter. We begin be reviewing parallel transport in ordinary gauge theory and then we introduce and describe parallel transport in higher gauge theory.
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g and let M be a manifold. Consider an ordinary gauge theory on the trivial principal G-bundle M ×G.
Parallel transport requires a G-connection on M as input datum.
For a curve γ of M , the parallel transport along γ is the element F θ (γ) ∈ G defined by
where u : Ê → G is the unique solution of the differential
The first relevant property of parallel transport is its consistency with the operations with curves defined in Section 2.
For any point p and any curves γ, γ 1 , γ 2 , one has
whenever defined.
The second relevant property of parallel transport is its compatibility with homotopy of curves as defined in Section 2.
For any two thinly homotopic curves γ 0 , γ 1 , one has
When θ is flat, (26) holds also when γ 0 , γ 1 are homotopic.
Parallel transport has an elegant categorical interpretation.
Parallel transport yields a functorF
Any meaningful gauge theoretic construction should be gauge covariant in the appropriate sense. Parallel transport has also this property.
A G-gauge transformation is just a G-valued mapping g ∈ Map(M ,G).
Gauge transformations act on connections in the wellknown manner.
The gauge transform of the G-connection θ is the Gconnection
If θ is flat, g θ is flat, too.
Parallel transport has simple covariance properties under gauge transformation.
For any curve
Gauge transformation of parallel transport also has an elegant categorical interpretation.
A gauge transformation g encodes a natural transformationF θ ⇒Fg θ of parallel transport functors. When θ is flat, g encodes a natural transformationF
An appropriate form of parallel transport can be defined also in strict higher gauge theory. The intuitive idea of the construction is still simple, though the technical details are much more involved.
Let K be a strict Lie 2 group with strict Lie 2-algebra k and let M be a manifold. Consider a higher gauge theory on the trivial principal K -2-bundle M × K . As it is natural and convenient, we shall view the Lie 2-group K as a Lie crossed module H −→ t G −→ m Aut(H) and the Lie 2-algebra k as the differential Lie crossed module
A (G, H)-2-connection on M is a pair formed by a g-
(vanishing fake curvature condition).
Analogously to the ordinary case, higher parallel transport requires a (G, H) connection on M as input datum.
For a curve γ of M , the parallel transport F θ (γ) ∈ G is constructed as done earlier for the G-connection θ. For a surface Σ of M , the parallel transport along Σ is the element
where E : Ê
→ H is the unique solution of the two step differential problem
The two forms of the differential problem for E are equivalent: any solution of one is automatically a solution of the other.
Higher parallel transport has several remarkable properties which extend those of the ordinary case. First, higher parallel transport along surfaces is compatible with that along their end-curves.
For a surface Σ : γ 0 ⇒ γ 1 joining the curve γ 0 to the curve γ 1 ,
Second, higher parallel transport is consistent with the operations with curves and surfaces defined in Section 2. 
hold whenever defined, where in the last two identities Σ :
Third, higher parallel transport is compatible with homotopy of curves and surfaces, as defined again in Section 2, in the following sense.
For any two thinly homotopic curves
For any two thinly homotopic surfaces Σ 0 : γ 00 ⇒ γ 01 , Σ 1 :
The same relations hold if (θ, Υ) is flat and Σ 0 , Σ 1 are homotopic.
Higher parallel transport has an elegant 2-categorical interpretation.
Higher parallel transport is equivalent to a strict 2-fun-
Here, with an abuse of notation, B (G, H) stands for the delooping of the strict Lie 2-group corresponding to the Lie crossed module (G, H).
Analogously to ordinary gauge theory, higher parallel transport is gauge covariant in the appropriate higher sense.
A (G, H)-1-gauge transformation is a pair of a G-valued
1-gauge transformations act on 2 connections.
The 1-gauge transform of the (G, H)-2-connection (θ, Υ)
is the 2-connection
There exits a notion of parallel transport for 1-gauge transformations similarly to 2-connections.
For a curve γ of M , the gauge parallel transport along γ is the element G g ,J;θ (γ) ∈ H given by
where Λ : Ê → H is the unique solution of the two-step differential problem
As ordinary parallel transport, gauge parallel transport is consistent with the operations with curves defined in Section 2.
Again as ordinary parallel transport, gauge parallel transport is compatible with homotopy of curves as defined in Section 2.
For any two thinly homotopic curves
The reason why we introduced gauge parallel transport is that it enters in the 1-gauge covariance relation of higher parallel transport in a non trivial manner.
For any curve γ :
For any two curves γ 0 , γ 1 : p 0 → p 1 and any surface Σ :
Gauge parallel transport has as expected a categorical interpretation.
Gauge parallel transport defines a pseudonatural transformationḠ g ,J;θ :
Higher gauge theory is characterized also by gauge for gauge symmetry.
A (G, H)-2-gauge transformation is just a mapping Ω ∈ Map(M , H). (G, H)-2-gauge transformations describe gauge transformations of (G, H)-1-gauge transformations depending on an assigned (G, H)-2-connection (θ, Υ).
They encode modificationsḠ g ,J;θ ⇛ḠΩ g |θ ,Ω J |θ ;θ of gauge pseudonatural transformations of parallel transport functors. The apparently have no role in knot holonomy.
C -and S-knots
Knots are embeddings of a fixed closed model manifold into an ambient manifold M . Thus, knots are not simply subsets of M but mappings into M . Knots differing by an ambient isotopy are identified.
The simplest closed model manifold is the oriented circle C .
A C -marking of C is a pointing p C ∈ C of C . A C -marking of an oriented manifold M is a pointing
C -knots are circles embedded in M .
A marked C -knot of M is embedding
Ambient isotopy is the natural notion of mutual deformability of marked C -knots.
Two marked C -knots ξ 0 , ξ 1 are ambient isotopic if there is a smooth family F z ∈ Diff + (M ), z ∈ Ê, of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms such that
In order to compute C -knot holonomy, we need parametrized C -knots. This is achieved by assigning a curve to any marked C -knot as detailed next.
A compatible curve in C is a curve γ
Example. Let C = S 1 be the circle standardly embedded in Ê 2 through
where ϑ ∈ [0, 2π), with the C -marking
where α :
A curve furnishing a natural parametrization of a given marked C -knot can now be constructed.
With every marked C -knot ξ there is associated a curve
The curve γ ξ has a number of nice properties.
γ ξ is independent of the choice of the compatible curve γ C up to thin homotopy.
Note that the C -marking p C of C is fixed here.
Ambient isotopic marked C -knots have homotopic curves
If ξ 0 , ξ 1 are ambient isotopic marked C -knots, then γ ξ 0 , γ ξ 1 are homotopic in the sense of Section 2.
It should be possible to alter marking data changing γ ξ at most by a (thin) homotopy. 
Again, the C -marking p C of C is fixed.
Freely ambient isotopic marked C -knots have homotopic curves up to conjugation.
Notice that the "compose rightmost first" convention is used here and in the following for curve composition.
The same embedding of C into M can be a marked Cknot in more than one way. The corresponding curves are related in the expected manner. 
The results just expounded are standard. Our aim is finding their generalization to surface knots. As we shall see, this task is not completely straightforward. Problems occur for higher genus knots. We shall propose a solution in due course. To this end, we need to introduce further notions.
To construct higher genus S-knot holonomy, it will be necessary to cut the model manifold S along its standard a-and b-cycles. The cuts are the images of spiky C -knots, generalized C -knots which are continuous but not smooth at the marked point.
A spiky C -knot is an embedding
and is smooth on C \ p C with finite derivatives and non zero first derivatives at both ends of C \ p C .
Note that spiky C -knots are marked.
With any spiky C -knot ξ, one can associate a curve γ ξ defined in the same way as above and smooth anyway.
For every spiky marked C -knot ξ, the curve γ ξ is smooth.
We can now introduce S-knots. The next to simplest closed manifold is a genus ℓ S closed oriented surface S. 
Note that the notion of S-marking of S is compatible with that of S-marking of M when M = S.
S-knots are surfaces embedded in M .

A marked S-knot of M an is embedding Ξ : S → M of the surface S into M such that
Ambient isotopy is the natural notion of mutual deformability also of marked S-knots.
Two marked S-knots
is a smooth family F z ∈ Diff + (M ), z ∈ Ê, of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms such that
Analogously to C -knots, to compute S-knot holonomy we need parametrized S-knots. This is achieved by assigning a surface to any marked S-knot.
The fundamental polygon of S is the boundary of the simply connected open 2-fold that results cutting S along the standard a-and b-cycles.
It plays a basic role in the subsequent constructions.
View S as a C -marked manifold and let
γ Si = γ ζ Si that is α Sr = γ ξ Sr , β Sr = γ η Sr ,(66)
Then the fundamental polygon of S is the curve given by
As a compatible curve in C is required in order to associate a curve to each marked C -knot, a compatible surface in S is required in order to associate a surface to each marked C -knot.
A compatible surface in S is a surface Σ
Example. Let S = S 2 be the sphere embedded in Ê 3 as
where ϑ ∈ (0, π), ϕ ∈ [0, 2π), with the S-marking p S 2 = (0, 0, 1). A compatible surface Σ S 2 : Ê 2 → S 2 is given by
where α : Ê → [0, 1] is a function enjoying the properties listed below Equation (60).
The surface Σ S 2 describes a parametrized family of circles on S 2 which spring from the north pole on one side of it, sweep S 2 dilating, reaching the south pole and then contracting and finally converge to the north pole on the other side.
Example. Let S = T 2 be the torus embedded in Ê 3 as
sin ϑ 1 (1 + r cos ϑ 2 ), r sin ϑ 2 ), where r < 1 is fixed and ϑ 1 , ϑ 2 ∈ [0, 2π), with the Smarking p T 2 = (1 + r, 0, 0) and 
where g β (w ) = 1/(exp(βw ) + 1) with β > 0 is the FermiDirac function.
Upon unfolding the torus T 2 into a square I 2 by cutting it along the a-and b-cycle, the surface Σ T 2 describes a parametrized family of closed curves on I 2 which spring from one corner of the square and sweep it all eventually approximating the square's boundary.
A surface furnishing a natural parametrization of a given marked S-knot can now be constructed. To this end, we need to identify a curve in M that matches the fundamental polygon of S.
View M as a C -marked manifold and let
γ Mi = γ ζ M i that is α Mr = γ ξ M r , β Mr = γ η M r ,(72)
Then, the fundamental polygon of the marking of M is the curve
A surface furnishing a natural parametrization of a given marked S-knot can now be constructed.
With every marked S-knot Ξ, there is associated a surface
Note that
For a marked C -knot ξ, the source and target of the associated curve γ ξ : p M → p M are equal. In gauge theory, this ensures nice ambient isotopy and gauge covariance properties of C -knot holonomy. For a genus ℓ S = 0 marked S-knot Ξ, the source and target of the associated surface Σ Ξ : ι p M ⇒ ι p M are equal as well. In higher gauge theory, this also ensures nice ambient isotopy and gauge covariance properties of S-knot holonomy. However, for a genus ℓ S > 0 marked S-knot Ξ, the source and target of the associated surface Σ Ξ :
This is likely to be a problem for ambient isotopy and gauge covariance properties of holonomy. We have a proposal for the solution of this difficulty.
For given ℓ S and C -marking of M , pick a reference marked S-knot ∆ M (e. g. Hosokawa's and Kawauchi's surface unknots in S 4 [35] ).
The normalized surface of a marked S-knot Ξ is the surface Σ
where
An intuitive way of thinking of the normalized surface of Ξ is as a surface characterizing the S-knot "ratio" of Ξ to ∆ M , with ∆ M acting as a normalizing knot.
The normalized surface of a marked S-knot has nice properties. 
Notice that above the S-marking (p S , ζ Si ) of S is kept fixed.
Two pairs
Ξ 0 , Ξ 1 and Ξ 0 ′ , Ξ 1 ′ of
freely ambient isotopic marked S-knots are called concordant if there exist ambient isotopies F z of
Freely ambient isotopic marked S-knots have homotopic normalized surfaces up to conjugation under concordance with reference knots. 
Suppose the reference marked S-knots
Before stating the next result, we recall the following property. For two S-markings (p S0 , ζ S0i ), (p S1 , ζ S1i ) of S, there is an orientation preserving ambient isotopy
If the embeddings ∆ M , Ξ : S → M are simultaneously the reference and considered marked S-knot with respect to two distinct S-markings
(p S0 , ζ S0i ), (p M0 , ζ M0i ) and (p S1 , ζ S1i ), (p M1 , ζ M1i ) of
S and M and there is an ambient isotopy k z of S shifting {p
Relying on the above results, we can now tackle the task of constructing higher knot holonomy.
C -and S-knot holonomy
Our aim is constructing holonomy invariants of knots up to conjugation. We begin with reviewing how this is done for C -knots
We let G be a Lie group and θ be a flat G-connection on M . Further, we fix C -markings p C and p M of C and M , respectively.
The holonomy of a marked C -knot is built out of the curve associated to the knot.
The holonomy of a marked C -knot ξ is the element F
Section 4) and F θ is the parallel transport functor (cf. Section 3).
C -knot holonomy is independent from the choice of parametrization.
For any marked C -knot ξ, F θ (ξ) is independent of the choice of the compatible curve γ C of C .
C -knot holonomy is further invariant under ambient isotopy.
If ξ 0 , ξ 1 are ambient isotopic marked C -knots of M , then
This property generalizes as follows. Fix the C -marking
If ξ 0 , ξ 1 are freely ambient isotopic marked C -knots, then there exists a curve γ 1 :
C -knot holonomy is independent of the way a given Cknot is marked up to conjugation.
If ξ is a marked C -knot with respect to two distinct Cmarkings p C 0 , p M0 and p C 1 , p M1 of C and M , then there is a curve γ 1 :
C -knot holonomy is also gauge covariant as desired.
Let ξ be a marked C -knot of M . Then, for any G-gauge transformation g , one has
Fg
In summary, C -knot holonomy is C -marking and gauge independent and isotopy invariant up to G-conjugation.
Next, using the treatment of C -knot holonomy presented above as a model, we illustrate the construction of S-knot holonomy. We let (G, H) be a Lie crossed module and (θ, Υ) be a flat (G, H)-2-connection pair on M . Furthermore, we fix S-markings (p S , ζ Si ) and (p M , ζ SMi ) of S and M , respectively.
The holonomy of a marked S-knot Ξ is the element F
where 
For a marked S-knot Ξ,
Thus, unlike C -knot holonomy, S-knot holonomy is fundamentally Abelian and non trivial only for crossed modules whose target map has non trivial kernel.
S-knot holonomy is independent from the choice of parametrization.
For every marked S-knot Ξ, F θ,Υ (Ξ) is independent from the choice of the compatible surface Σ S of S and curve γ C of C .
S-knot holonomy is invariant under a change of the reference marked S-knots in the following sense.
If the reference marked S-knots ∆ M0 , ∆ M1 are ambient isotopic, then for any marked S-knot
S-knot holonomy is further invariant under ambient isotopy.
This property generalizes as follows. Fix the S-markings 
S-knot holonomy is independent of the way a given knot S-knot is marked up to conjugation.
If the embeddings ∆ M , Ξ : S → M are simultaneously the reference and considered marked S-knot with respect to two distinct S-markings
S and M and there is an ambient isotopy k z of S shifting {p
In this higher gauge theoretic set-up, one can define also C -knot holonomy in the same way as before.
The holonomy of a marked C -knot ξ is the element F
is defined.
This C -knot holonomy has however weaker properties than in ordinary gauge theory.
C -knot holonomy is still independent of the choice of parametrization.
For any marked C -knot ξ, F θ (ξ) is independent of the choice of the compatible curve γ C of C .
Since, however, θ is not flat unlessṫ (Υ) = 0, F θ (ξ) is not ambient isotopy invariant.
If ξ 0 , ξ 1 are two ambient isotopic marked C -knots of M , then there is a surface Σ :
This property generalizes as follows. Fix the C -marking 
C -knot holonomy is again independent of the way a given C -knot is marked up to conjugation.
If ξ is a marked C -knot with respect to two distinct Cmarkings p C 0 , p M0 and p C 1 , p M1 of C and M , then there is
Also in higher gauge theory, S-and C -knot holonomy is gauge covariant in the appropriate sense.
Let Ξ be a marked S-knot and ξ
and
where G g ,J;θ (γ ξ ) is the gauge parallel transport along γ ξ defined in Section 3.
To summarize, C -and S-knot holonomy are C -marking and gauge independent and isotopy invariant up to the appropriate form of crossed module conjugation. We shall analyze this point in greater depth in the next section.
Invariant traces
Having applications to knot topology in mind, we aim at a construction of holonomy invariants. This requires working out invariant traces.
We let G again be a Lie group and θ be a flat G-connection on M . Further, we let C -markings p C and p M of C and M , respectively, be given.
We have seen in Section 5 that for a C -knot ξ, its holonomy F θ (ξ) is C -marking and isotopy invariant and gauge independent up to G-conjugation, that is
There is a well established way of extracting C -knot invariants from knot holonomy.
The Wilson line
with R a representation of G provides a C -knot invariant.
Next, taking the procedure just reviewed to construct C -knot holonomy invariants as a model, we propose a systematic way to build S-knot holonomy invariants. We let (G, H) be a Lie crossed module and (θ, Υ) be a flat (G, H)-2-connection pair on M . Furthermore, we let S-markings (p S , ζ Si ) and (p M , ζ SMi ) of S and M , respectively, be given.
In Section 5, we have also seen that for a C -knot ξ and an S-knot Ξ, the holonomy F θ (ξ) and F θ,Υ (Ξ) is C -and S-marking and isotopy invariant and gauge independent up to (G, H)-conjugation
with (u,U ), (u ′ ,U ′ ), (a, A) ∈ G × H and is an equivalence relation.
To obtain knot invariants, one needs traces invariant under (G, H)-conjugation. To this end, one could proceed as follows.
Assume G, H are compact with bi-invariant Haar mea-
These invariant traces can be used to extract C -and Sknot invariants from knot holonomy as in the ordinary case.
The Wilson line and surface
provide a C -and S-knot invariant.
There is a problem with this way of proceeding. The traces may be trivial. For instance, if t (H) = G, tr R,Sb (u) does not depend on u and tr R,S f (U ) = tr S (U ) for U ∈ ker t (the case of interest for surface knots).
In ordinary gauge theory with gauge group G, a trace is a map tr : G → invariant under the action
with a, u ∈ G, that is tr(a ⊲u) = tr(u).
If G is a compact Lie group, then tr reduces to a linear combination of ordinary traces tr R associated with the irreducible representations R of G.
What matters is not the group structure of G but its conjugation structure codified in the conjugation pointed quandle of G.
A pointed quandle is a set G with a binary operation ⊲ :
with a, b, c ∈ G. Further, the map a ⊲· : G → G is invertible for any a ∈ G and
for a ∈ G.
In higher gauge theory with gauge crossed module (G, H), a similar point of view is appropriate. A trace pair is a pair of maps tr b : G → , tr f : H → invariant under the action a ⊲u := aua
with a, u ∈ G, A,U ∈ H, that is
What matters is not (G, H) itself but its conjugation augmented pointed quandle crossed module (G, H) [30, 31, 13] : The relations
with a, b ∈ G, A, B ∈ H hold.
For any a ∈ G, the map a ⊲· : H → H is invertible.
For a ∈ G, A ∈ H, the relations
Further, a quandle morphism α : H → G (a map respecting ⊲ and 1) is given such that
with a ∈ G, A, B ∈ H.
Finally, an augmentation map ≻ : H ×G → G is given with the following properties.
Notice that α is the quandle crossed module analog of the group crossed module target morphisms. In particular (118) is the quandle counterpart of the Peiffer identity. 
Higher Chern-Simons theory
To compute knot invariants in quantum field theory, one needs Chern-Simons theory. This has been known for a long time since Witten's 1988 paper [7] .
Chern-Simons theory is a Schwarz type topological gauge theory on a closed 3-dimensional manifold M 3 . Suppose that G is the gauge group and g is its Lie algebra. Suppose further that g is equipped with a properly normalized invariant non singular bilinear form (·, ·) : g×g → g so that
with x, y, z ∈ g.
The Chern-Simons action is given by
with θ a G-connection. The coefficient k is called level.
The Chern-Simons field equations are equivalent to the flatness condition of θ (cf. Equation (20)):
The Chern-Simons action is invariant under a G-gauge transformations g only modulo 2π :
where wn(g ) is the winding number of g .
Quantum gauge invariance holds if the level k is integer.
Chern-Simons correlators of Wilson loop W R,θ (ξ) yield knot invariants, for instance:
In the Chern-Simons path integral, θ is not flat and consequently W R,θ (ξ) is not ambient isotopy invariant. However, the theory somehow localizes on the moduli space of flat connections even though it is not a cohomological topological field theory. This has been proven by Beasley In order to compute surface knots invariants in quantum field theory, one needs a higher version of ChernSimons theory, 2-Chern-Simons theory. We have a proposal for such a model. There are however unsolved problems to be discussed below. with x, y ∈ g, X , Y ∈ h. Note that this requires that the crossed module is balanced, that is dim g = dim h.
The 2-Chern-Simons action is given by
with (θ, Υ) a (G, H) 2-preconnection [34, 33] . κ 2 is a coefficient analog to level. 
A (G,
In 2-Chern-Simons theory, there is no shift by some kind of higher winding number such to cause level quantization as in the ordinary Chern-Simons model. This surprising and somewhat disappointing finding can be explained by hypothesising that either all (G, H)-1-gauge transformations (g , J ) are small unlike ordinary gauge transformation or that we are missing all the topologically non trivial (G, H)-1-gauge transformations. This is still an open problem.
In spite of these open issues, the possibility of obtaining surface knot invariants as correlators of Wilson surface insertion in 2-Chern-Simons theory remains an intriguing possibility. Here are further reasons for this.
Studying pull-backs of knots may be interesting.
All orientation preserving diffeomorphisms f ∈ Diff + (C ) of the circle C are homotopic to id C . Consequently, for a C -knot ξ, the curves γ ξ , γ f * ξ are thinly homotopic and the C -knots ξ and f * ξ have the same holonomy.
Conversely, for a higher genus surface S, not all orientation preserving diffeomorphisms f ∈ Diff + (S) of S are homotopic to id S . Consequently, for a S-knot Ξ, the normalized surfaces Σ ♯ Ξ , Σ 
about which there exists a well-developed mathematical theory.
